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How has the funding landscape changed: 
Debt vs. Equity



SaaS Equity and Debt Financing Primer



Venture Debt Primer

It’s been around since the 70’s

Initially funded hardware 
(think semiconductors), which 
provided traditional collateral 
to lend against

Venture leasing took off in the 
1990s; and matured after the 
2008 recession 

As non-hardware dependent 
software emerged, both VC & 
venture debt evolved

Today, it’s not 
collateral-focused; is available 
to venture-backed 
companies of all sorts with 
the primary “collateral” being 
the venture capital funding 
in place

It’s primarily provided by 
“tech banks” and funds 
with scale

Typical Check Size: 
$5-$250M; concentrated 
post Series A financing 
(more late stage)

Typical Structure: 
3-5yr term loan, 1-2 years 
interest only; 8-14% coupon 
+warrant coverage, senior 
secured

Only available to 
venture-backed 
companies and typically, 
the VC holds the 
relationship (generally 
not sourced by founders)



Venture Debt Financing Growth

Source: 



The Emergence of “Alternative” SaaS Debt

At any given time, 95% of SaaS is not 

venture-backed (or backable), so no venture debt

Over the last 5 years, alternatives have emerged 

for companies pursuing a different path

Focus on showing revenue traction from a 

diversified set of customers — you don’t need 

to be in a hyper growth phase

15 “core” non-bank lenders for sub $10M revenue SaaS, 

early innings and more to emerge

<~500M in capital addressing currently, will grow 

substantially (5-10x) over next 5-10 years to keep up 

with demand

Core structures: Term loans and revenue-based financing 

(2-5 years) — ~20% all-in return target

Requires a more fundamental approach to 

evaluating risk

Other options: Online lenders for short-term financing 

(factoring, merchant cash advance), “alternative” equity 

(equity/debt hybrid)



“Alternative” SaaS Debt Market Map

Source: 



Inside the Mind of a SaaS Lender



Driven by data (financials, metrics), 
synthesized in models

Requires enough history to be 
meaningful:

● At least 12 months for SMB, at 
least 24 months for 
enterprise

Data quality and accessibility 
matters, so reporting regime very 
important

Primary driver of structuring

Ongoing lens into the business once 
invested

Product (value delivery, defensibility, 
maturity)

Market (Fit > TAM, dynamics, 
competition)

Customers (diversification, $ capture, 
acquisition channels) 

Team (experience, depth, character)

The Path (feasibility of and 
alignment with objectives)

Evaluation (feasibility, fit, comfort)

Objective evaluation of performance to 
make the intangible, tangible

Subjective evaluation requiring domain and 
deal experience



OpenView Key SaaS Performance Metrics (by ARR) 
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The Science of the Deal: Bigfoot SaaSScore

SaaSScore Summary

Metric Value Tier Health



Bigfoot SaaSStructure Example



data provides confidence 

Data as Core Driver for Fundraising Success

data is your accelerant

data drives objectivity



Considerations & Key Takeaways



How Lenders Assess Risk

Credit Risk

Source: 
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